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The benefits of a Walkaround Boat
A walkaround boat is a type of power boat that is designed to be accessible from all sides. There are a number of benefits of this. I will
be going through the different advantages of walkaround boats have to offer. We have written about center consoles before so do
checkout the boat alert blog.

What is a Walkaround Boat?
A walkaround boat is a kind of watercraft with an open deck on top, allowing them to be used as fishing boats, pleasure crafts and
other similar types of craft. The term “walkaround” comes from the fact that the deck is designed to be walked in all directions without
using a separate bridge or cabin to protect against adverse weather conditions or the spray from the sea. A walkaround boat, often
called a walkaround cuddy, is a fishing boat with a small cabin (a cuddy cabin) with 360-degrees of fishability, thanks to an
unobstructed passway around the boat from the stern at the back to the bow at the front.

Walkaround boats are diverse

Common uses of A walkaround boat
A Walkaround boat is not only for fishing but is also a great leisure watercraft. These days because of the number of families with
children that are in need of a little extra room on the boat, this makes the walkaround one of the biggest sellers out there. The
versatility and flexibility with the walkaround allows everyone to spread out, fish or just sit and enjoy the scenery. GREAT FOR
Saltwater Fishing and Day Cruising. Walkaround boats are primarily fishing boats, and the design will place a priority on an efficient,
open cockpit in the rear of the boat with a deck that’s easy to clean, livewell and bait well, rod and tackle storage, and fishing and
navigation electronics at the helm. The smallest walkaround models, from 18 to 22 feet, will have a cabin with room for just a berth and
a portable toilet.

Fishing
Leisure
Day cruising
Overnight stays
Water sporting activities

Larger sized walkaround boats
As walkaround models get larger, they can become more versatile, with room for seating and even a galley for entertaining in the
cockpit, a larger cabin, and a padded sunlounge above the cabin in the bow area, all of which mean the walkaround can double as a
fishing boat and a family cruiser. The largest walkaround models have space for a cabin with stand-up headroom, a full galley, an
enclosed head (the bathroom), and the cruising range and capability for adventure on big water and the open ocean.

https://www.boat-alert.com/blog/what-are-10-surprises-you-will-find-in-these-center-consoles/


Walkaround boat brands
With numerous walkaround boat brands and models available in the market today, picking a good one has never been more difficult. As
there are several variants, brands and styles for walkaround boats so we will look at some of the important characteristics that you need
to look out for when choosing a walkaround boat and which will be suitable for your needs as a buyer. When searching boattrader for
walkaround boats you will also come across “fisharound” boats that are very similar. Some of the top makers of walkaround boats have
produced the following models that you can check out:

Scout 420 LXF
Boston Whaler 405 Conquest
Grady-White Seafarer 228
Maine Coaster 42’ Charter
Intrepid 345 Valor

Wait! … before you buy a used boat:

The Boat-Alert.com database combines 68+ nationwide databases into a single place so you can search the HIN history in a matter of
minutes. These include records for stolen boats, marine lien claims, boating accidents, pollution incidents, auctioned boats, factory
recalls, and boat manufacturers.

Click to Order a HIN Report

A walkaround boat is a type of center console boat that can accommodate passengers and features a walk-around design. Also known
as fishing boats.

https://www.boatsafe.com/best-walkaround-boats/
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About Boat-Alert.com®
Boat Alert History Reports© exists to aggregate boat databases so that shoppers can search and buy a used boat safely while saving time
and money researching a used boat's history. We began in 2015 and constantly adding more how to check boat history data for USA and
Canada to ensure that your boat has a clean history. We are happy to offer a 60-day money back guarantee and proud to have served
more than 15,000 customers with their boat HIN Search History needs. hull identification number ©. Two percent of all proceeds go to
charity. We value fair treatment of employees, customer satisfaction, having the most databases possible, and fast customer service at the
core of our brand.

Maintenance Costs of walkaround boats
Maintenance costs are certainly a factor every potential boat owner needs to consider in advance. Be sure to check out the Maintenance
articles on the boat alert blog. Most walkaround boats will be powered by an outboard motor.

OWNERSHIP COSTS OF WALKAROUNDS
The cost of a new walkaround boat is directly related to its size and the level of amenities included with the boat. Small walkaround
models are often designed to meet a low price point and may have very basic angling features and cabin. As walkaround boats get
larger, the price naturally goes up and so do the features, with more deluxe appointments and navigation electronics.

Read Related Articles:
How boat buying will change in 10 Years
Budgeting Your “Boat Dollars”
Ideal Ways to Keep Your Boat Safe and Secure in Winter Storage
Idaho Boat Registration
Massachusetts Boat Registration

To learn more about Boat-Alert.com History Reports for used boats and boattrader visit: www.Boat-Alert.com 
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